APPENDIX E

DEFINITIONS OF THE TRAITS

1) Socially appropriate skills: Socially accepted ways of living, confirming to socially approved standards.
   a) Relatedness traits: Child’s interaction with caretakers and others.

2) Personality traits: Distinctive, individual qualities of a person.

3) Ability traits: Skills/ talents possessed by an individual

4) Academic traits: Related to school performance

5) Religious traits: That believes in or support a religion

6) Habits: A thing done often and hence easily practiced

APPENDIX F

ABBREVIATIONS

CODES

- HFB- Hindu Father Boy
- HFG- Hindu Father Girl
- HMB- Hindu Mother Boy
- HMG- Hindu Mother Girl
- MFB- Muslim Father Boy
- MFG- Muslim Father Girl
- MMB- Muslim Mother Boy
- MMG- Muslim Mother Girl